
Celebrity  Parents:  ‘Glee’
Star Matthew Morrison Gushes
Over Fatherhood

By Karley Kemble

Matthew Morrison’s new life as a father has filled him with
lots of glee! In recent celebrity news, he and his wife Renee
Puente welcomed their first celebrity baby, Revel James Makai
Morrison just two weeks ago. Morrison tells EOnline.com that
fatherhood has been “something I have been ready for” and such
a “beautiful transformation in my life.” Congratulations to
these new celebrity parents!
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This celebrity parent couldn’t be
happier with the transformation in
his life! What are some ways your
relationship must change when you
become parents?

Cupid’s Advice:

Welcoming a new bundle of joy is sure to bring lots of change
to your routines and overall way of life. Without a doubt,
your relationship will have to adjust accordingly. Cupid has
some tips to consider:

1.  Prioritize,  prioritize,  prioritize:  It’ll  probably  feel
like you have less time for you and your partner to spend time
together. That’s normal – your new baby comes first!

Related Link: Matthew Morrison Shares Wedding Photo With New
Wife Renee Puente

2. Be there for backup: With two parents taking care of one
child, it may sometimes feel like one person is pulling more
weight than the other. Make sure you are self-aware and there
for your partner when they need a little respite. Remaining
strong together is key

Related  Link:  ‘Glee’  Star  Matthew  Morrison  and  Girlfriend
Dress as Britney and JT for Halloween

3. Compliment each other: Moral support is so necessary as
first-time parents. If you see something you admire about your
partner’s  parenting  style,  tell  them!  It’ll  give  them  a
wonderful confidence boost.

Do you have other relationship tips for new parents? Do tell
us in the comments below!
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